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Abstract
We survey the known extended generalized quadrangles with point-residues of order (q − 1;
q + 1) and (q + 1; q − 1) and construct a new innite family of order (q + 1; q − 1) (q odd).
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1. Introduction
1.1. Denitions and notation
We follow [25] for the notations for generalized quadrangles. In particular, W (q),
Q4(q) (dual of W (q)), Q−5 (q), H3(q
2) (dual of O−5 (q)) and H4(q
2) are the ve types of
classical nite thick generalized quadrangles. We are interested in the Ahrens{Szekeres
generalized quadrangle AS(q) and in the generalized quadrangle T 2 (O) in this paper.
They both have order (q − 1; q + 1), with q a prime power; the integer q is odd in
AS(q) and even in T 2 (O). The symbol T

2 (O) does not record q; we take the liberty
of changing that symbol to T 2 (O)q when we wish to remind the reader of q. Notice
that AS(3) = Q−5 (2) whereas T 2 (O)2 is a dual grid, of order (1; 3).
An extended generalized quadrangle of order (s; t) (EGQ(s; t) 1 for short) is a
connected geometry with three types of elements, say points, lines and blocks (or
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planes) belonging to the following diagram:
(c:C2)
This means that point-residues are generalized quadrangles of order (s; t), block-
residues are isomorphic to the complete graph Ks+2 on s+2 vertices and line-residues
are generalized digons. The orders s; t are assumed to be nite.
The residue of an element x of an extended generalized quadrangle   will be denoted
by Res(x)  (also Res(x), if no ambiguity arises). The graph the vertices of which are
the points of   and where two vertices are adjacent when collinear (i.e. incident with
the same line) is called the collinearity graph of  . The diameter  of this graph is
the diameter of  . Notice that 6s+ 1 ([8], Theorem 3:4).
An extended generalized quadrangle   is said to satisfy the property (LL) if no
two lines of   are incident with the same points. On the other hand, if every point
of   is incident with all blocks, then we say that   is at (in this case, every pair
of distinct points is incident with precisely st + 1 lines, (s; t) being the order of  ).
We say that   is a 1-point extension of a given generalized quadrangle Q if the
(LL) property holds in  , the diameter of   is 1 and Res(p) = Q for every point
p. More generally, we say that   is an extension of Q if Res(p) = Q for every
point p.
Given two extended generalized quadrangles e  and  , a covering from e  to   is an
incidence-preserving mapping  from e  to   inducing an isomorphism from Res(x)e 
to Res((x)) , for every element x of e . Clearly, every isomorphism is a covering.
We say that e  is a (proper) cover of   if there are coverings from e  to   (that
are not isomorphisms). The extended generalized quadrangle   is said to be simply
connected if it does not admit any proper cover.
A covering  : e  !   is said to be universal (and the cover e  is called the universal
cover of  ) if, for every covering ’ :  0 !  , we have =’ for exactly one covering
 : e  !  0. Universal covers are uniquely determined up to isomorphisms and a cover
is universal if and only if it is simply connected.
Let  : e  !   be a covering. The connectedness of   forces  to be surjective.
Furthermore,  preserves types (i.e., it maps points, lines and blocks onto points, lines
and blocks, respectively), no two distinct points in the same ber of  are collinear and
any two distinct lines or blocks in the same ber of  are disjoint (i.e., not incident
with any common point). We say that e  is an m-fold cover of   (conversely,   is
an m-fold quotient of e ) if all bers of  have size m. This happens, for instance,
when the bers of  are the orbits of a subgroup X6Aut(e ) of order m, acting
semi-regularly on e . If that is the case, then we say that   is the quotient of e  over
X and we write   = e =X . Notice that, if e  is simply connected, then every quotient
of e  is obtained as the quotient over a suitable subgroup X of Aut(e ) (see [22],
Theorem 12:56), hence it is an m-fold cover, with m= jX j.
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1.2. A construction for covers
Cameron [4] has found a way of constructing covers for a large class of rank 3
geometries. We recall that construction here, but only for extended generalized quad-
rangles.
Given an extended generalized quadrangle  , let G be its collinearity graph. Given
an abelian group A, assume that H 1(G; A)=H 2(G; A)= 0, where Hi(G; A) denotes the
ith cohomology group of G over A. Let 2 be a 2-cocycle over A such that:
(a) we have 2(fa; b; cg) = 0 for any triple of points a, b, c of   contained in the
same plane;
(b) there is at least one point a of   such that, for every x 2 A, we have 2(X )= x
for some 3-clique X of G containing a.
Let 1 2 −12 (2). (Note that −12 (2) 6= ;, as H 2(G; A) = 0.) Denote by S0 the
set of points of  . We dene a new graph eG on the set eS0 = S0  A by declaring
(a; x) and (b; y) (a; b distinct points of S0 and x; y 2 A) to be adjacent in eG when
1(fa; bg) = xy−1 and fa; bg is an edge of G. Up to isomorphism, eG does not depend
on the particular choice of 1 in −12 (2).
Denote by  the natural projection of eS0 onto S0. The preimage by  of any plane
X is a family of mutually disjoint complete graphs. We denote by eS2 the family
of the complete graphs obtained in this way and by eS1 the set of edges of eG. The
triple e  = (eS0; eS1; eS2), equipped with the natural incidence relation (symmetrized in-
clusion) is an jAj-fold cover of  . We call e  the A-cover of   dened by the
2-cocycle 2.
1.3. An outline of the paper
Many innite families and exceptional examples of extended generalized quadrangles
are known. Examples with thick classical point-residues are quite rare. It is known that
only thirteen ag-transitive examples exist of that kind [9], ten of which are simply
connected. The following are the generalized quadrangles occurring as point-residues
in these examples: W (2), Q−5 (2), W (3), Q
−
5 (3), H3(2
2) and H3(32). One more (non
ag-transitive) example with point-residues isomorphic to H3(22) has been discovered
by Pasechnik [18].
On the other hand, many innite families and sporadic examples of extensions of
grids and dual grids are known. The reader is referred to [16] (also [17]) for a census
of (ag-transitive) extended grids and to [26] (also [19]) for extended dual grids. A
great deal of information on extended grids is also implicit in [27].
We focus on extended generalized quadrangles of order (q−1; q+1) and (q+1; q−1)
in this paper. An innite family of examples of order (q− 1; q+ 1) has been discov-
ered by Thas [29] not later than 1984. Proper covers of those generalized quadrangles
have been constructed by Cameron [4] four years later. New ‘sporadic’ examples and,
eventually, new innite families have been discovered in the latest years. We shall
survey the known examples in this paper; those of order (q − 1; q + 1) are described
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in Section 2 whereas Section 3 is devoted to the (q+ 1; q− 1) case. A new family is
also constructed (Section 4).
2. Examples of order (q − 1; q + 1)
2.1. Small examples
Examples with q = 2. An EGQ(1; 3) is a thin-lined C3-geometry with four planes on
every line. Thin-lined C3-geometries are described in [26]. Those with n blocks on
every line arise from k mutually orthogonal latin squares of order h, with hk = n. The
resulting geometry is a building when h= 1 and at when k = 1.
We have n = 4 in our case, thus (4; 1), (2; 2) and (1; 4) are the only possibilities
for the pair (h; k). Furthermore, up to isomorphism, there is just one pair of mutually
orthogonal lating squares of order 2 and there are just two latin squares of order
4, namely the following (corresponding to the cyclic group of order 4 and to the
elementary abelian group of order 4, respectively):
2
664
1 2 3 4
2 3 4 1
3 4 1 2
4 1 2 3
3
775
2
664
1 2 3 4
2 1 4 3
3 4 1 2
4 3 2 1
3
775 :
Consequently, there are just four thin-lined C3-geometries with four planes on every
line. As we said above, one of them is a building. This building, call it , is a
complete 3-partite graph with classes of size 4 and 3-cliques taken as planes. Clearly,
Aut()=Sym(4)oSym(3), ag-transitive on . A subgroup of Aut() denes a quotient
of  if and only if it stabilizes the three classes of the 3-partition and acts semiregularly
on each of them. Just three non-trivial subgroups X6Aut() exist with the above
properties. One of them has order 2; the other ones are isomorphic to Z4 and 22. In
any case, (LL) fails to hold in =X (indeed the (LL) property holds in a C3-geometry if
and only that geometry is a building). When X=Z4 or 22 then =X is at. The quotient
=X is ag-transitive only when X =22. We have Aut(=X )=24:Sym(3):Sym(3) when
X = 22 and Aut(=X ) = 22+2:Sym(3) when X = Z4.
The building  and its quotients described above are the four thin-lined C3-geometries
with four planes on every line.
Examples with q = 3. Let P be the polar space Q−7 (2). Given a hyperplane H of
P, the ane polar space PnH , obtained by removing H from P, is a ag-transitive
EGQ(2; 4) satisfying the (LL) property. It is simply connected, as all ane polar spaces
are simply connected ([22], Proposition 12:50).
Two nonisomorphic geometries are obtained in this way, according to whether H is
tangent or secant. We will write H = Ht (resp. H = Hs) to mean that H is tangent
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(secant). The diameter of PnHt is 2 and we have Aut(PnHt)=O−6 (2) whereas PnHs
has diameter 3 and Aut(PnHs) = 2:S6(2); every point of PnHs has distance 3 from
precisely one point (i.e., the collinearity graph of PnHs is antipodal). The center Z=Z2
of Aut(PnHs) permutes pairs of antipodal points of PnHs. It denes a ag-transitive
quotient of PnHs, with Aut((PnHs)=Z)=S6(2). The (LL) property holds in (PnHs)=Z
and the diameter is 1 (thus, (PnHs)=Z is a 1-point extension of Q−5 (2)).
It is known that PnHt , PnHs and (PnHs)=Z are the only EGQ(2; 4)s satisfying
(LL); also, they are the only ag-transitive EGQ(2; 4)s (see [9]).
Problem 1. Are the above the only EGQ(2; 4)s?
2.2. A family by Thas and its covers
The following innite family of extended generalized quadrangles has been discov-
ered by Thas [29]. Given a Hermitian curve H in PG(2; q2); q odd, consider the Baer
subplanes B with jB\H j>3 and such that for any point x 2 B\H the line Lx tangent
to H at x is a line of B. H}olz [13] proved that the sets B\H are either non-degenerate
conics or lines of B. The geometry having as points those of H , as lines the pairs of
points of H and as blocks the sets B\H as above, with the natural incidence relation,
is an EGQ(q− 1; q+1) satisfying (LL) with point-residues isomorphic to the Ahrens{
Szekeres generalized quadrangle AS(q) (thus, it is a one-point extension of AS(q)).
We denote this geometry by T(q).
Notice that T(3) is a model of the quotient geometry (PnHs)=Z discussed in the
previous subsection. As the generalized quadrangle AS(q) is never ag-transitive when
q> 3; T(3) is the only ag-transitive member of this family.
Covers of T(q). Cameron [4] has exploited his construction of covers (see Sec-
tion 1.2) to dene covers of T(q). Given a non-degenerate Hermitian form h on
V (3; q2), let H be the Hermitian curve dened by it in PG(2; q2) and let T(q) be the
1-point extension of AS(q) dened over H as above.
The collinearity graph G ofT(q) is a complete graph. Hence H 1(G; A)=H 2(G; A)=0
for any abelian group A (see [4]). For any divisor m of (q+1)=2, let U be a subgroup
of index m of GF(q2) (multiplicative group in GF(q2)). Denoted by A the factor
group GF(q2)=U , the form h, taken modulo U , is a 1-cochain over A. Its coboundary,
say 2, which is obviously a cocycle, satises both conditions (a) and (b) (stated in
the Introduction of this paper, Section 1.2). Then 2 denes an m-fold cover of T(q).
When m= (q+ 1)=2 we obtain a (q+ 1)=2-fold cover. We denote it by fT(q).
Notice that fT(3) is the ane polar space PnHs, which is the universal cover of
(PnHs)=Z =T(3).
Problem 2. Is fT(q) simply connected for all q> 3?
Another model for fT(q). Kasikova and Shult [4] have constructed the following
class of EGQ(q− 1; q+ 1)s for any odd prime power q.
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Let V and eV be the 3-vector space over GF(q2) and the 6-vector space over GF(q),
respectively, q odd. Let ! be an element of GF(q2) such that !q=−!. Thus, GF(q2)
and GF(q) !GF(q) are isomorphic as GF(q)-vector spaces and every vector
u= (x1 + !y1; x2 + !y2; x3 + !y3)
can be viewed as a vector
(x1; y1; x2; y2; x3; y3)
of eV . We shall denote the latter by ~u. Given a nonzero vector ~u of eV , we denote by
[ ~u] the corresponding point of PG(5; q).
Given a non-degenerate Hermitian form h : VV ! GF(q2), we dene an alternating
form f : eV  eV ! GF(q) in the following way:
f( ~u; ~v) = !−1(h(u; v)− h(v; u)); (for ~u; ~v 2 eV ):
Notice that f( ~u; ~v)=0 if and only if h(u; v) 2 GF(q). The h-isotropic 1-subspaces of V
correspond (via the bijection sending u 2 V to ~u 2 eV ) to certain f-isotropic 2-spaces
of eV , i.e. lines of the symplectic variety, say S(eV ; f), dened by f in eV . Let L be
that set of lines and P the set of their points. Notice that jLj = q3 + 1, as q3 + 1 is
the number of h-isotropic 1-subspaces of V . Hence jPj= (q3 + 1)(q+ 1).
Let us consider the graph G with P as set of vertices, in which two vertices are
adjacent if they are collinear in  but do not belong to the same line of L. By the
above remark, two vertices [ ~u] and [ ~v] are adjacent if and only if h(u; v) 2 GF(q). The
maximal cliques of G have size q+1, each of them being uniquely determined by three
mutually adjacent vertices. More precisely, any three such vertices lie on a f-isotropic
plane of PG(5; q) which meets every line of L in exactly one point. Denote by  the
automorphism of order 2 of G dened by the following clause:
([ ~u]) = [f!u]; (for [ ~u] 2 P):
We denote by G be the factor graph G=hi and, given a vertex x of G, we denote by
x its natural projection in G. Two vertices [ ~u] and [ ~v] of G are adjacent in G if
and only if either h(u; v) 2 GF(q) or h(!u; v) 2 GF(q). Denote by U the subgroup
of GF(q2) generated by ! and GF(q). We can say equivalently that [ ~u] and [ ~v]
are adjacent in G if and only if h(u; v) 2 U .
The maximal cliques of G are also determined by three mutually adjacent vertices
and have size q + 1. They are projections in G either of maximal cliques of G or
of hyperbolic lines of S(eV ; f) containing pairs fx; (y)g with x; y distinct adjacent
vertices of G (see [14]).
The geometry, call it KS(q), in which points, lines and blocks are respectively
the vertices, the edges and the (q + 1)-cliques of G, is an EGQ(q − 1; q + 1) with
point-residues isomorphic to AS(q). It has (q+ 1)(q3 + 1)=2 points and diameter 3.
Proposition 1. We have KS(q) =fT(q).
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Proof. Given an element t 2 GF(q2), we denoted by [t]U the corresponding coset in
A=GF(q2)=U , with U the subgroup of GF(q2) of index (q+1)=2. We recall that two
points (v; [t]U ) and (w; [s]U ) of fT(q) are collinear if and only if h(v; w)=ts−1 modU .
Given h as in the above construction of KS(q), we start from h in deningfT(q) and we
choose a generator of U as the element ! appearing in the denition of the symplectic
form f (notice that !q =−! for any generator ! of U ).
Denoted by S the ane hyperplane of V described by the equation
P3
i=1 xi = 1,
let vL;S = L \ S, for any h-isotropic 1-subspace L of V . Every non-zero vector w of L
uniquely determines an element  2 GF(q2) such that w=vL;S . Two vectors w1=1vL;S
and w2 = 2vL;S of L give rise to the same vertex [ ~w1]= [ ~w2] of the graph G if and
only if there exists an element  2 U such that 1 =2. This allows us to identify the
vertices of G (which gives rise to KS(q)) with the pairs (v; [t]U ), with v a h-isotropic
vector of S and [t]U an element of A. Thus, KS(q) and fT(q) have the same points.
Consider the permutation  of the set of points of KS(q) (namely, of fT(q)) dened
by (v; [t]U )= (v; [tq]U ). Given two points (v; [t]U ) and (w; [s]U ) of KS(q), we shall
show that they are collinear in KS(q) if and only if (v; [t]U ) and (w; [s]U ) are
collinear in fT(q). The points (v; [t]U ) and (w; [s]U ) are collinear in KS(q) if and
only if h(tv; sw) 2 U ; equivalently, if and only if h(v; w) = t−1s−q = tqs−q (mod U ).
However, the above is equivalent to the collinearity of the points (v; [gq]) = (v; [g])
and (v0; [g0q]) = (v0; [g0]) of fT(q). Therefore, the collinearity graphs of KS(q) andfT(q) are isomorphic. Consequently, the structures KS(q) and fT(q) have isomorphic
point-line systems. Hence they are isomorphic, as in each of them the blocks are the
maximal cliques of the collinearity graph.
2.3. A family of EGQ(q− 1; q+ 1)s, q even
The geometries we are going to describe here have been discovered by Del Fra,
Pasechnik and Pasini [10]. Given a plane u1 of PG(4; q); q even, let O be a hyeroval
of u1 and let l1 be a line of u1 exterior to O. Let u0; : : : ; uq be q + 1 planes of
PG(4; q) forming, together with u1, a hyperoval O in the star of l1. Let  q(O;O)
be the geometry dened as follows: its points are those of
Sq
i=0 uinl1; its lines are
the lines of PG(4; q) that are skew with u1 and meet some (hence two) planes uis;
its blocks are the planes of PG(4; q) intersecting u1 in exactly one point of O. The
incidence relation is the natural one, inherited from PG(4; q).
This geometry is an EGQ(q− 1; q+1) of diameter 2. It is an extension of T 2 (O)q.
Flag-transitivity. It is proved in [10] that  q(O;O) is never ag-transitive when
q> 4.
When q = 2 or 4, all choices of O and O are equivalent under the action the
stabilizer of u1 and l1 in P L5(q). Hence, up to isomorphism, only one geometry is
obtained by the above construction when q= 2 or 4.
In fact,  2(O;O) is the thin-lined C3-building with four planes on every line. Hence
 2(O;O) is simply connected and ag-transitive, with Aut( 2(O;O)) = Sym(4) o
Sym(3).
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The extended generalized quadrangle  4(O;O) is the 2-fold quotient of a simply
connnected ag-transitive geometry, say  , constructed by Yoshiara [31] as the amal-
gam of a suitable triplet of subgroups. Yoshiara [31] has proved that  4(O;O) and its
2-fold cover  are the unique ag-transitive EGQ(3; 5)s. We have Aut( 4(O;O)) =
28(A5  A5)2 and Aut() = 21+8(A5  A5)2.
Quotients. Denote by T the elementwise stabilizer in PGL5(q) of u1 and of the star
St(l1) of l1 and let T0 be a subgroup of T acting regularly on unl1, for every plane
u containing l1 and dierent from u1. The group T0 denes a at q2-fold quotient of
 q(O;O) (see [10]). Any subgroup X of T0 of order t (t a divisor of q2) also denes
a t-fold quotient of  q(O;O).
Covers. Assuming that O and O are regular hyperovals and u1 is the nucleus of O,
an algebraic q=2-fold cover e q(O;O) of  q(O;O) can be constructed as follows, for
any q> 2. Without loss, we can assume that u1 and l1 are represented by following
systems of equations
x4 = x5 = 0 (for u1);
x3 = x4 = x5 = 0; (for l1):
Given an element  2 GF(q) such that the polynomial t2 + t + 1 is irreducible over
GF(q), we can also assume that O consists of the conic of u1 represented by the
following equation and of its nucleus (0; 0; 1; 0; 0):
x1x2 + x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 = 0:
Let A=GF(q)=GF(2) be the quotient of the additive group of GF(q) over the additive
group of GF(2). Let  be the function from u1nl1 to A dened as follows:
(x1; x2; 1; 0; 0) = x1x2 + x21 + x
2
2 (mod GF(2)):
A point (x1; x2; 1; 0; 0) of the ane plane u1nl1 belongs to O if and only if
(x1; x2; 1; 0; 0)=0 (mod GF(2)). Since the collinearity graph G of  q(O;O) is a com-
plete (q+1)-partite graph, we have H 1(G; A)=H 2(G; A)=0 (see [4]). Given a 3-clique
fa; b; cg of G, let ha; b; ci be the plane of PG(4; q) spanned by fa; b; cg. As the line of
PG(4; q) spanned by any two of a; b; c is skew with u1, the planes ha; b; ci and u1
meet in exactly one point. We set
2(fa; b; cg) = (ha; b; ci \ u1):
It is proved in [10] that the 2-cochain 2 is a 2-cocycle satisfying the conditions (a)
and (b) stated in the Introduction of this paper, Section 1.2. Therefore 2 denes an
jAj-fold cover (namely, a q=2-fold cover) of  q(O;O). We denote it by e q(O;O).
Its diameter is 3.
In particular, e 4(O;O) is the above mentioned geometry  . As we have said, 
is simply connected. Consequently, e 4(O;O) is the universal cover of  4(O;O).
Problem 3. Is e q(O;O) simply connected when q> 4?
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2.4. A family of at examples
The following construction is due to Pasini [21]. Given a 3-space S in PG(4; q) (q
even) and a line L of S, let L be a family of q + 2 mutually skew lines of S, all
skew with L and such that every line of S meeting L meets either two or no lines of
L. Let H be a dual hyperoval in the star of L containing S and let O = HnfSg.
Let  q(L; O) be the geometry dened as follows: the 3-spaces belonging to O
are taken as ‘points’, the points of (
S
X2O∗ X )nS are ‘lines’ and the planes of PG(4; q)
intersecting S in a line ofL are the ‘blocks’. The incidence relation between ‘lines’ and
‘points’ or ‘blocks’ is the natural one, inherited from PG(4; q), whereas every ‘point’
is declared to be incident with every ‘block’. This structure is a at EGQ(q− 1; q+1)
where the residue of a ‘point’ A is a generalized quadrangle of type T2 (OA), the
hyperoval OA being the intersection of the plane A \ S with the q + 2 lines of L.
Clearly, OA might depend on A, in general.
Cameron and Ghinelli [6] call tubes the pairs (L;L) with the above property. The
following is the easiest way of constructing a tube. Let L0 be one of the two families
of lines of the hyperbolic quadric Q = Q+3 (q) and let L be a line of PG(3; q) exterior
to Q. Then (L;L), with L=L0[fL?g, is a tube (this is in fact the choice suggested
in [21]). Cameron and Ghinelli [6] call these tubes quadratic tubes. When the tube
(L;L) is quadratic, the hyperoval OA is regular for every ‘point’ A of  q(L; O).
Given a tube (L;L), let GL;L be the stabilizer of L and L in P L4(q). It is proved
in [6] that GL;L never acts transitively on L. Thus, the stabilizer of S, L and O
(whence of L, too) in P L5(q) never acts ag-transitively on  q(L; O). However,
that group need not be the full automorphism group of  q(L; O). At least, it is not
such when q= 2, as we shall show in a few lines.
Only one tube exists in PG(3; 2), namely the quadratic one, and  2(L; O) is a
at thin-lined C3-geometry with four planes on every line, whence a quotient of the
C3-building  of order (1; 1; 3) (see Section 2.1). As noticed in the previous subsection,
the latter is isomorphic to  2(O;O).
Proposition 2. The geometry  2(L; O) is the ag-transitive at quotient of ; with
automorphism group 24:Sym(3):Sym(3).
Proof. Denote by G the stabilizer of S; L and O in L5(2). We have G = K:H
with K = H = Sym(3), where K is the action of G on O. On the other hand,
if 1 and 2 are the two at quotients of , only one of them, say 1, is ag-
transitive. We have Aut(1)=24:Sym(3):Sym(3) and Aut(2)=22+2:Sym(3). Clearly,
Sym(3):Sym(3) is not involved in 22+2:Sym(3). Hence,  2(L; O) = 1.
When q = 4 the quadratic tube is still the only possibility [6] and only one choice
is possible for O, up to isomorphism (see [12]). Thus, only one geometry is obtained
in this case. As remarked in the previous subsection,  4(O;O) and its double cover
~ 4(O;O) are the only ag-transitive EGQ(3; 5)s. Thus,  4(L; O) is not ag-transitive.
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When q=8, one tube exists besides the quadratic one [6]. On the other hand, there
are two non-equivalent choices for O when q=8. Thus, at most four non isomorphic
geometries might arise in this case.
Problem 4. Prove that  16(L; O) is not ag-transitive, for any choice of O and L.
Problem 5. As noticed above,  2(L; O) is a quotient of  2(O;O). Is  4(L; O) a
quotient of  4(O;O)?
3. Examples of order (q + 1; q − 1)
3.1. Small examples
Examples of order (3,1). Three simply connected EGQ(3; 1)s, with 70, 40 and 40
points respectively are described by Blokhuis and Brouwer [1]. The one with 70 points
is obtained from the 7-dimensional symplex by removing the elements of dimension
0, 1, 5 and 6 and folding the c:c-geometry obtained in that way. According to [9],
we call this geometry J (8; 4). (It is given the name Cox(1; 3) in [16].) We have
Aut(J (8; 4)) = Z2  Sym(8), ag-transitive. The center Z = Z2 of Aut(J (8; 4)) denes
a ag-transitive quotient of J (8; 4). Clearly, Aut(J (8; 4)=Z) = Sym(8).
Turning to the remaining two examples of [1], one of them is a double cover of the
extended grid called CF−(4) in [16]. We call it CF here, for short. That geometry is a
member of an innite family of extended grids discovered by Cameron and Fisher [5].
The reader is referred to [5] (also [16]) for more details. We just mention that both
CF and its double cover, call it fCF, are ag-transitive. We have Aut(CF) = 25:L2(4)
and Aut(fCF) = 2:25:L2(4).
It is proved in [20] that J (8; 4), its quotient J (8; 4)=Z , the Cameron-Fisher extension
CF and its double cover fCF are the unique ag-transitive EGQ(3; 1)s.
The third example of [1], call it B, is not ag-transitive. It arises from a non
point-transitive graph which we are not going to describe here. It is proved in [11]
that J (8; 4); J (8; 4)=Z; fCF and B are the unique EGQ(3; 1)s satisfying (LL).
Problem 6. Are there any EGQ(3; 1)s besides those mentioned above?
Examples of order (4,2). A ag-transitive extension of H3(22) (dual of Q−5 (2), which
is in turn isomorphic to AS(3)) is mentioned by Buekenhout and Hubaut in [2]. It
satises (LL), its diameter is 2 and O−6 (3) is its (ag-transitive) automorphism group.
We call this geometry  (O−6 (3)), after its automorphism group. This extended gen-
eralized quadrangle can be realized as an ‘esterior’ geometry of Q−5 (3), as follows.
Embedded Q=Q−5 (3) in PG(5; 3), take as points the points of PG(5; 3) of norm 1 and
declare two such points to be adjacent precisely when they are orthogonal with respect
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to Q. The vertices, the edges and the maximal cliques of the graph thus dened are
the points, lines and blocks of  (O−6 (3)).
 (O−6 (3)) admits a 3-fold cover ~ (O
−
6 (3)) of diameter 4 [28] (see also [9]), where
the central non-split extension 3:O−6 (3) acts.  (O
−
6 (3)) and its triple cover ~ (O
−
6 (3))
are the unique ag-transitive EGQ(4; 2)s (see [9]).
Another (non-ag transitive) EGQ(4; 2), call it , has been discovered by Pasechnik
[18]. It is the geometry induced by the polar space H5(22) on a suitable subset H (called
a hyperoval in [18]) with the following property: every line of H5(22) meets H in either
two or no points. Clearly,  inherits (LL) from H5(22). We have Aut()=34:Sym(6):2
and  is simply connected [18].
Notice that  (O−6 (3)) can also be obtained as the geometry induced by H5(2
2) on a
suitable hyperoval. In fact, just two types of hyperovals exist in H5(22), with 162 and
126 points, respectively [18]. Those with 126 points give rise to models of  (O−6 (3)),
whereas those with 162 points give rise to .
Problem 7. Are there any EGQ(4; 2)s satisfying (LL) besides those mentioned above?
3.2. Two simply connected examples of order (5; 3)
Two simply connected ag-transitive extensions of the dual of T 2 (O)4 have been
discovered by Yoshiara [30] as coset geometries arising from suitable amalgams of
groups. We call them  0 and  00. (A somehow ‘geometric’ construction is also oered
in [30] for  0.) Their diameters are 4 and 3, respectively.
We have Aut( 0) = 21+12:3:Alt(7) and Aut( 00) = 26+6:L3(2). The center Z of
Aut( 0) has order 2 and  0 can be factorized over it [30]. Clearly,  0=Z is ag-
transitive, with Aut( 0=Z)=212:3:Alt(7). The geometry  0=Z is a member of an innite
family, to be described in the next subsection.
Yoshiara [31] has also proved that 1, 1=Z and 2 are the only ag-transitive
EGQ(5; 3)s.
3.3. An innite family by Yoshiara
In PG(m; q), m> 5; q even, let S be a set of q+ 3 planes X1; : : : ; Xq+3 such that
(a) the set Oi = fXi \ Xj j j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; q + 3gnfigg is a hyperoval of Xi, for all
i = 1; : : : ; q+ 3.
(b) we have Xi \ Xj \ Xk = ; for every triple of pairwise distinct indices i; j; k 2
f1; : : : ; q+ 3g.
Denoted by H the projective 5-space spanned by all Xi and by W an arbitrary
projective 6-space of PG(m; q) containing H , we set V =WnH .
We call points the projective 3-spaces hXi; vi for i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; q + 3g and v 2 V ,
lines the projective lines hXi \ Xj; vi (i 6= j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; q + 3g and v 2 V ) and planes
the points of V . If we take symmetrized inclusion as the incidence relation, then we
obtain an EGQ(q+1; q− 1) satisfying (LL), with q3(q+3) points and diameter 3. We
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call it q(S). The residue of a point hXi; vi of q(S) is isomorphic to the dual of
the generalized quadrangle T 2 (Oi), with Oi as in (a).
Yoshiara has proved the existence of a set S of planes with the required properties
(a) and (b), by the following construction. Let  be the map from PG(2; q) into PG(5; q)
dened as follows:
[x0; x1; x2] = [x20 ; x
2
1 ; x
2
2 ; x0x1; x0x2; x1x2]:
The (quadratic) Veronesean V is dened to be the image of the set of points of
PG(2; q) under . Here we recall some properties of the Veronesean [12].
The image by  of a line l is a conic on a plane, say (l), of PG(5; q). Such planes
are called conic planes. Conversely every conic contained in V is obtained as the
image (l) of some line l of PG(2; q). Any two distinct conic planes (l1) and (l2)
have exactly one projective point in common and this common point belongs to V.
Three distinct conic planes (l1); (l2); (l3) have a point in common if and only if
the lines l1; l2; l3 pass through the same point. The nuclei n((l)) of the conics (l)
form a plane N , called the nucleus of the Veronesean V.
Given a hyperoval O of PG(2; q), let O be the dual of O. It is formed by q+2 lines
(triplewise not passing through the same point), say li; i=1; : : : ; q+2, which Pl}ucker
coordinates equal the projective coordinates of the points of O. Let Xi = (li) be the
conic planes corresponding to these lines (i=1; 2; : : : ; q+2) and Xq+3=N be the nucleus
of the Veronesean V. The set of planes S=S(O) = fXigq+3i=1 satises the conditions
(a) and (b) above. Furthermore, fXq+3 \ Xigq+2i=1 is a hyperoval of Xq+3 isomorphic to
O and in each conic plane (li) (i=1; 2; : : : ; q+2) the points Xi\Xj (j=1; 2; : : : ; q+3;
j 6= i) form a regular hyperoval [32]. Thus, if we consider a projective 5-space P in
PG(m; q); m> 5, and we take in P a family S of q + 3 planes as above, then the
extended generalized quadrangle q(S) has point-residues isomorphic to the dual of
T 2 (O)q or of T

2 (O
0)q, for a regular hyperoval O0. In particular, if O itself is a regular
hyperoval, then q(S) is an extension of the dual of T 2 (O)q.
Flag-transitivity. Given S as above, the extended generalized quadrangle q(S)
turns out to be ag-transitive precisely when q=2 or 4. Indeed, the generalized quad-
rangle T 2 (O)q, with O a regular hyperoval, is ag-transitive precisely in those cases.
In fact, 2(S) is the double cover fCF of the Cameron{Fisher extension CF men-
tioned in Section 3.1, whereas 4(S) is the 2-fold quotient  0=Z of the simply con-
nected geometry  0 mentioned in Section 3.2.
The reader is referred to [32] for more information on the automorphism group of
q(S) when q> 4.
Problem 8. The case of 4(S) makes it clear that the above geometries q(S) need
not be simply connected and suggests that a q=2-fold cover might exist for any q.
Prove this conjecture.
Remark. A dierent way of choosing family S of planes with the above properties
(a) and (b) has been discovered by Thas [33]. Thas starts from a transversal T of
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Q+3 (q) embedded in PG(3; q), then he maps T to a family T of q + 1 planes of
PG(5; q) by embedding the Grassmannian of PG(3; q) as Q+5 (q) in PG(5; q). Two
planes of PG(5; q) (not in Q+5 (q)) exist which complete T to a set S of planes with
the required properties (a) and (b).
4. A new family of EGQ(q + 1; q − 1)s
4.1. Preliminaries
We recall some denitions from [3]. Let  = (P;L) be a (connected) rank 2
geometry, with P the set of points and L the set of lines. Given a point p 2 P, we
denote by St(p) the set of lines of  incident to p. A parallelism of  is a mapping
f from L to a set I , such that for every point p, the restriction of f to St(p) is a
bijection to I . Given a parallelism f :L! I , we call I the line at innity of (;f).
We say that two lines l; m are parallel when they belong to the same ber of f,
namely f(l)=f(m). An automorphism  of  is said to preserve f when it permutes
its bers. We denote by Aut(;f) the group of f-preserving automorphisms of .
Given  2 Aut(;f), we denote by 1 the action of  on the line at innity I and
we set
Aut()1 = f1 j  2 Aut(;f)g:
Let 1 = (P1;L1) and 2 = (P2;L2) be two geometries of rank 2, equipped with
parallelism relations f1 :L1 ! I and f2 :L2 ! I , with the same set I as the line at
innity. The (f1; f2)-gluing Gl(f1; f2) of 1 and 2 is the rank 3 geometry with P1
as the set of points, P2 as the set of planes and whose lines are the pairs (l1; l2) with
l1 2 L1, l2 2 L2 and f1(l1) = f2(l2). The incidence relation is dened as follows:
all points are declared to be incident with all planes, namely Gl(f1; f2) is at; a point
(plane) x of Gl(f1; f2) and a line (l1; l2) are incident if x and l1 (resp. x and l2) are
incident in 1 (in 2).
The residues of the planes (points) of Gl(f1; f2) are isomorphic to 1 (to the dual
2 of 2) and residues of lines are generalized digons. That is, Gl(f1; f2) belongs
to the following diagram:
Aut(Gl(f1; f2)) is the subgroup of Aut(1; f1)  Aut(2; f2) consisting of the
pairs (1; 2) with 11 = 
1
2 . Namely, denoted by K(fi) and A(fi)
1 the kernel of the
action of Aut(i; fi) on I and the the group induced by Aut(i; fi) on I , we have
the following (see also [3]):
Lemma 3. We have Aut(Gl(f1; f2)) = (K(f1) K(f2)):(A(f1)1 \ A(f2)1).
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In particular,
Corollary 4. If K(f1)1=1 and A(f1)1A(f2)1; then Aut(Gl(f1; f2))=Aut(2; f2).
The following is a special case of Lemma 3:2 of [3]:
Lemma 5. Given another parallelism g1 on 1; we have Gl(f1; f2) = Gl(g1; f2) if
and only if there is an automorphism 1 of 1 and an f2-preserving automorphism
2 of 2 such that f11 = 12 g1.
(Clearly, 1 is regarded as a permutation of L1 in the above composite f11.)
Corollary 6. Assume that A(f1)1 is the group of all permutations of I . Then
Gl(f1; f2) = Gl(f1; f2) for all  2 Aut(1; f1) and all permutations  of I .
Proof. We have f1=f10 for some 0 2 Aut(1; f1) since, by assumption, all permu-
tations of I are induced by f1-preserving automorphisms of 1. Hence Gl(f1; f2)=
Gl(f10; f2) and the latter is isomorphic to Gl(f1; f2), by Lemma 5.
4.2. The construction
Given an odd prime power q, let Kq+3 be the complete (q+3)-graph. A parallelism
of Kq+3 is precisely a 1-factorization of Kq+3. It is well known [15] that every complete
graph with an even number of vertices admits a 1-factorization. Therefore, Kq+3 admits
a parallelism, f1 say. We may assume that the set I = f0; 1; : : : ; q+1g is taken as the
line at innity.
Let us turn to the Ahrens{Szekeres generalized quadrangle AS(q). It is well known
[23,24] that AS(q) can be obtained from the generalized quadrangle W (q) by removing
a point p together with all points collinear with it and all lines on it and adding the
hyperbolic lines fx; pg?? as new lines (for all x =?p). We say that the lines of AS(q)
inherited from W (q) are the ‘old’ lines, the ‘new’ lines of AS(q) being the hyperbolic
lines fx; pg?? of W (q).
We can now dene a parallelism f2 in AS(q). Denoted by St(p) the set of lines of
W (q) on p, let g be a bijection from St(p) to f1; 2; : : : ; q+ 1g. Given an ‘old’ line l
of AS(q), let m be the line of St(p) meeting l in W (q). We set f2(l) = g(m). Then
we set f2(l) = 0 for every ‘new’ line l.
The mapping f2 is a parallelism. Thus, we can glue Kq+3 with AS(q) via (f1; f2).
Let Gl(q) be the (f1; f2)-gluing of Kq+3 and AS(q). Clearly,
Proposition 7. The geometry Gl(q) is a at EGQ(q + 1; q − 1) with point-residues
isomorphic to the dual of AS(q).
As AS(q)) is not ag-transitive when q> 3, the geometry Gl(q) is not ag-transitive
either. However, not even Gl(3) is ag-transitive, as we shall see in a few lines.
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The case of q = 3. Up to isomorphisms, the complete graph K6 admits just one
1-factorization, preserved by a group isomorphic to Sym(5) acting faithfully on the
ve points of the line at innity [7]. Consequently, Gl(3) is uniquely determined by K6
and AS(3) (Corollary 6) and we have Aut(Gl(3)) = Aut(AS(3); f2) (by Corollary 4).
The generalized quadrangles W (3) and AS(3) (= H3(22)) have the same automor-
phism group G (=S4(3)=U4(2)). The elements of G that preserve f2 stabilize p when
acting on W (3). Thus, Aut(AS(3); f2) is the stabilizer of p in G. It is transitive on
the set of points of AS(3) but not on the set of lines of AS(3). Indeed, it stabilizes
the set of ‘new’ lines. Consequently, Gl(3) is not ag-transitive.
Note. Actually, there is no need of the above analysis to see that Gl(3) is not ag-
transitive: as we have remarked in Section 3.1,  (O−6 (3)) and its triple cover ~ (O
−
6 (3))
are the unique ag-transitive EGQ(4; 2)s but neither of them is isomorphic to Gl(3).
Problem 9. Is Gl(3) a quotient of ~ (O−6 (3))?
Problem 10. Do proper covers of Gl(q) exist when q> 3?
5. More problems
Problem 11. Turning to the geometry  00 mentioned in Section 3.2, does it belong to
any innite family of EGQ(q− 1; q+ 1)s?
Problem 12. Are there any ag-transitive extended generalized quadrangles of order
(15,17) or (17,15)?
Problem 13. Four EGQ(4; 2)s have been mentioned in this paper, namely those of
Section 3.1 and Gl(3). Are there any more EGQ(4; 2)s?
Added in proof. D. Pasechnik informed us that the answer to the problem 9 is negative.
He proved it by computer aided computation.
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